Abstract. This paper describes a practical approach to mathematical morphology and ways to implement its operations. The first chapters treat a formalism that has the potential of implementing morphological operations on binary images of arbitrary dimensions. The formalism is based on sets of structuring elements for hit-or-miss transforms whereas each structuring element actually describes a shape primitive. The formalism is applied to two and three dimensional binary images and the paper includes structuring elements for topology preserving thinning or skeletonization and various skeleton variants. The generation of shape primitive detecting masks is treated as well as their application in segmentation, accurate measurement and conditions for topology preserving. The formalism is expanded to four-dimensional images and elaborates on the extension of 3D skeletonization to 4D skeletonization. A short excursion was made to methods based on 3D and 4D Euler -cluster count methods.
Introduction
In this paper a practical introduction to Mathematical Morphology applied on binary images of arbitrary dimensions is presented. Mathematical Morphology applied on binary images is also known as Cellular Logic Processing. Whereas the Mathematical Morphology sprouts from a mathematical domain, Cellular Logic Processing has its roots in binary image processing on massively parallel Cellular Logic Machines. The approaches are, however, similar and have their own charm. The method and formalism as described have been developed in parallel with the design of an architecture for real-time image processing [1] . However, the method is (also) implemented in software. In the next chapter, the use of sets of structuring elements is explained and operations in 2D and 3D. In chapter three, the connectivity paradox and topology breaking properties are studied for N dimensional images, followed by skeletonization using shape primitives. The generation and verification of shape primitives is explained, and in chapter four, their extension to the fourth dimension. 
Hit-or-Miss transformations
The field of cellular logic image processing and mathematical morphology is extensively described in several works (Golay 1969 [2] ; Preston 1970 [3] ; Serra 1982 [4] , 1988 [5] , Giardina 1988 [6] , Heijmans 1994 [7] , Soille 1999 [8] , and many others). A basic operation in mathematical morphology is the Hit-or-Miss transformation, and as a starting point for this section we will quote its definition by Serra (1982) :
The Hit-or-Miss transformation is a point-by-point transformation of a set X, that is performed in the following way:
Choose and fix a structuring element S, the datum of S being two sets 
S is included in X and
To show the similarities, this definition in the mathematical domain will be mirrored to the domain of binary image processing with its convolution kernel-like approach, by associating an origin and a vector structure with it. We associate with the universe -the union of X and c X -, a square tessellated image X of size m x n, and with the elements of the universe, the pixels of image X. We can then associate with the set X, the foreground of image X and with the set In the inexact neighbourhood match the foreground pixels in S should match with foreground pixels in k M at the same positions AND the background pixels in S should match with background pixels in k M at the same positions, whereas in the don't care positions of S a match is not required, or: We now extend this inexact neighbourhood match in two ways, first to: Meaning that the union of all mask matches is taken.
And further to: The image transformation Y X S ← ≅ is now implemented with a set of masks S as structuring element, consisting of a subset S S (the SET-masks) and a subset R S (the RESET-masks), one of which may be empty. This means that either a pixel k y is set to zero, if one of the RESET masks fits, or the pixel is set to one, if one of the SET mask fits, where the SET masks are chosen to dominate over the RESET masks.
Finally, a second input image Z can be used to locally enable/disable the transformation, yielding the dyadic operation
If a "mask-bit" z of a mask of the set S is set don't care, the transformation is enabled. If z is do-care, then if the pixel k z of Z matches with z , the operation is disabled, else enabled. Operations that use Z to locally mask-off or seed operations, are the propagation operation and the anchor-skeleton.
Note that the term structuring element is used in broad sense. We will also use the word kernel, mask or mask set (all indicated with S) to indicate a structuring element. In many cases, a mask set can be transformed into a set with a single mask, and vice versa, without effecting its functional properties. This will be demonstrated in the sequel. A theoretical treatment of the manipulation of sets of structuring elements, finding the minimal set (the basis) and deriving the equivalent set that is spanned by scanning an image with a sequence of structuring elements, can be found e.g. in the article of Jones and Svalbe (1994) [9] , which starts from Matheron's theorem (1975) [10] that "a simple algebra of union intersection and translation suffices to implement all general translation invariant and increasing set mappings".
An operation on an image X can be done by performing the Hit-or-Miss transformation with a mask set S once (6), twice or more (7), or infinite (8: the n-pass form):
In the latter case an iterative scheme is used, which can be implemented by transforming the image until it is idempotent under the transformation. S ,S ,S ,S . y , y , y , y ), can be used in the neighbourhood matching procedure. The class of cellular logic operations performed with this extended neighbourhood will be referred to as recursive neighbourhood operations (RNO) in contrast with the local neighbourhood operations (LNO) that use the normal neighbourhood only. Note that both classes have a dyadic form for which S is extended with an element z and k M with a pixel k z of a second image Z, yielding: Figure 2 pictures the matching process with a single mask from a set S, whereas the neighbourhood k M is extracted from the three different images. Note that the Recursive Neighbourhood that can be realised is implementation dependent, and that when using a software raster scan over the image, it is beneficial for RNOs to scan in all odd scans from top-left to bottom-right and in all even scans from bottom-right to top-left. In this case, the RN should be transposed to match with the scan direction. The structuring elements in Figure 3 are LNOs based on single masks of the SET type, meaning that the central element is set to foreground if the N 3 neighbourhood matches, else to background.
The operations for 2 X are: copy the image, move the image to North-East, erode an 8 connected contour from all objects in the image, erode a 4 connected contour from all objects in the image. Note that the "erode 8cct mask" is in fact a template that matches on foreground area in 2 X , it does neither match on background nor places where it touches the contour of an object in any of the directions N,E,S,W. Erode 4cct does the same but in addition will not match on pixels in the NE, NW, SE, SW directions. Because of the template matching aspect of the masks, the principle can be expanded to N X as the masks for 3 X show. Figure 4 shows the dilation operation: It comprises a mask that matches on background area in 2 X and on background volume in 3 X while not touching objects. Where the mask matches, the background is reset to background, where the mask does not match, the background is set to foreground. From the contour detection mask set in 2 X and 3 X the first mask matches on foreground not touching the object contour, which is reset to background, and the second mask matches on all background which is also reset to background. Both masks do not match on the object contours, which will hence be set to foreground. A result is shown for 3 X , where on a cubic volume with a ball shaped hole, de 26 connected contour surface was detected using the maskset "detect 26cct". Note that for a better view of the result, the cube was cut open short behind its front face. Finally, the mask-set for Pepper and Salt removal for 2 X shows that the first mask repairs the pepper and the second mask repairs the salt noise. The relation between the SET and RESET forms of the mask-sets is given by the Boolean algebra, i.e. the theorem of De Morgan (1847) [11] . Defining mask sets using only SET conditions is possible, although in some cases this is not very parsimonious. For example, the transformation of dilate_4cct from a conjunctive canonical form to a disjunctive canonical form is given by:
Dilate_4cct, first expressed as the "erosion of the background", expands to a set of five masks, expressing the dilation as: "copy the image in directions N, W, S, E and take the union of all results and original image", and finally to a set of 5 masks that indicate that "any background pixel adjacent to the foreground is set to foreground". The discussion above leads us to the observation, that mask sets can be minimized by transforming them from the disjunctive canonical form to the conjunctive canonical form, or vice versa. And, that mask-sets can be manipulated using Boolean algebra and minimisation. Figure 5 shows an example of a dyadic Recursive Neighbourhood Operation in 2 X and 3 X ; the propagation operation. Objects in an image are recursively dilated (the first mask), wherever foreground in image Z is found and background in X was found (the second mask). 
Connectivities in N dimensional images N X
A set is connected if each pair of its point can be joined by a path along points that are all in the set. Within a square tessellated two-dimensional binary image 2 X with objects on a background, there are two possibilities for the connectivity of object and background pixels. The objects can be chosen to consist of pixels connected with one or more of their 8 neighbours at (E, NE, N, NW, W, SW, S, SE) or they can be chosen to be 4-connected, with one or more of their neighbours at (E, N, W, S). See also Rosenfeldt and Pfaltz (1966) [12] for the connectivity paradox. This paradox extends to higher dimensions. Note that we define the connectivity of an object as the highest connectivity between any two adjacent elements within that object. Tessellation in higher dimensions is also known as honeycombing. Coxeter [13] proves in his book on regular polytopes, that the only regular honeycomb (a single regular identical cell on a lattice) that exist in all dimensions N is the cubic honeycomb. In addition in 2D the tessellation with hexagons exist and in 4D two types of honeycombs exist (each-others dual), however, not with their vertices on a lattice. Although in 3D the Dodecahedron and Icosahedron exits, they cannot be used for honeycombing in 3D. C60 molecules or "bucky-balls" are truncated Icosahedrons, made from hexagons and pentagons. Above dimension 5 only the equivalents of the regular Tetrahedron, Octahedron and Cube exist as polytopes. Which leaves hypercubic honeycombing as the only way to extend our method to higher dimensions.
Let us define an N-dimensional binary image N X as a bounded section of an equidistantly sampled Euclidean space of dimension N, with element values {0,1}. The elements of 2 X are referred to as pixels, the elements of 3 X as voxels, of 4 X and higher as hyper-voxels. Let 2 X there are 4 pixels within radius 1 and 8 pixels within radius 2 . In [1] and [14] it was shown that the connectivity between image elements can be derived by counting E, the number of elements on a hyper sphere with radius d around an image element that lie within the neighbourhood n N M . E can be calculated by permuting the neighbourhood element co-ordinates, and is given by:
From E, we can derive V, the total number of elements within the hyper-sphere within 
Connectivity paradox in 3 X
Connectivity rests on connected paths between pairs of points in a set. The paradox exists because with the sort of operations we do on the sets (like segmenting regions into objects) we demand that paths are boundaries. I.e. they cannot be crossed -nor tunneled-without breaking the path. In topology, the Jordan Curve theorem states that a simple closed curve lying in a plane divides the plane into precisely two regions and forms their common boundary. [15] . This theorem extends to N X . Consider a set of 4 points from a larger universe 2 X with two sets each of two points (white and grey), see figure 6. We will call this 2 x 2 neighbourhood a tile. Clearly when the grey set forms anywhere in the universe a closed boundary, incorporating the connection between the two grey points of the neighborhood, the white set cannot be connected. When we define that in a neighbourhood all points of a set directly adjacent to the boundary of the neighbourhood are assumed to be connected to any other point of the same set over that boundary, then for figure 6b this means that if the grey set is connected, the white set cannot be connected. If we assume closure over the tile boundary, we can say that two points each at another side of a boundary cannot be connected. So we must choose, either white is face and edge connected and grey is only face connected, or vice versa. We can extend this to higher dimensions, but then tiles are N 2 neighbourhoods and closed boundaries are topologically equivalent to (hyper) spheres. Note that we consider connections over the tile boundaries now separately for each dimension. Figures  6c and d shows tiles in 3 X . Figure 6c is a topological equivalent of a sphere when we assume that the grey set is 26 connected and the white set is not. The white set must then be 6 connected. Figure 6d is a topological equivalent of a sphere when we assume that the grey set is 18 connected and the white set not. The white set must then be 6 connected, while we don't care about the vertex connections. Vice versa, when we are sure that the white set is 6 connected, we might as well say that the grey set is 18 connected, as we don't care about the vertex connections. We can now make the observations that:
• The lowest (face) connectivity in any image N X is always a perfect boundary, it never leaks, all higher connectivities do. The reason is that a pair of face connected elements has unit extends perpendicular to its connection axis in all remaining dimensions.
• Usually we are interested in the properties of the foreground objects, the curvature of objects being one of them. The higher the connectivity, the smaller radii can be made, as can be imagined by observing the radii of 8 and 4 connected curves in 2 X (1, 2 ) and 26, 18 and 6 connected rings in 3 X (1, 2 , 3 ). If we assume that that the centers of the image elements represent sampling points of a physical phenomenon, then, with the same sampling density, smaller structures can be represented more accurately using a higher connectivity. This gives a preference for taking the highest possible connectivity as the foreground connectivity.
Consequently: A good choice is to take the lowest connectivity as background as it never leaks and the highest connectivity as foreground as it provides us with the highest bending radius.

Skeletonization in N X
In the previous sections, we have described a general principle for morphological operations on cubic tessellated binary images N X , based on the scanning of the image with a set of masks that comprise the structuring element. The masks contain foreground, background and don't-cares. On each element of the image an inexact match between all masks of the set and the neighbourhood extracted from the image is performed, whereas the result written to the output image is the union of all matches.
So far, only erosion of foreground and background and matches on single elements (pixels, voxels, …) have been used. Erosions can be described as a match on foreground area in 2 X and on foreground volume in 3 X . In this chapter, skeletonization in N X is treated. Skeletonization can be seen as conditional erosion [16] . Figure 7 shows that in 3 X a volume is eroded to a curved surface -the surface skeleton-, where after the surface is eroded to a space curve -the curve skeleton-. Apparently, for skeletoni- zation the condition for the erosion is that surfaces, or curves, should not be eroded. For those conditions, we need the notion of shape primitives in N X .
Fig. 7.
Original, contour, surface-, and curve skeleton of a cube with hole in 3 X
Shape primitives in N X
In N X we can identify shape primitives with a certain intrinsic dimension N . For example, in 2 X we can distinguish points ( N = 0), curves ( N = 1) and surfaces ( N = 2), in 3 X points, space curves, curved surfaces and flat volumes ( N = 3), and in 4 X we can distinguish points, space curves, curved surfaces, curved volumes and flat hyper-volumes ( N = 4). Objects in N X can now be considered as made of any arbitrary combination of shape primitives with intrinsic dimensions (0 ≤ N ≤ .N). Figure 7 shows objects only consisting of volume, or surface, or space curve. It was already remarked that the (6, 18', 26 connected) erosion conditions for 3 X match on volumes except for the outer boundary of those volumes. Consequently, they are the shape primitive detectors for volumes in 3 X . The contour detection operations "Detect 6cct", "Detect 18'cct", and "Detect 26cct" were applied on a hollow volume (obtained by dilating a single voxel with 26 connected surface contours obtaining a sphere, and XOR-ing this with a cube). See figure 8. (The cube's front slices have been removed for better insight). All resulting surfaces prevent the leaking of 6 connected background. The first result shows a surface that is entirely made of face connected voxels, which prevents leaking of face, edge and vertex connected voxels. Therefore, the background is allowed to be 26 connected. The second result shows a surface that is entirely made of face connected voxels, which prevents leaking of face and edge connected background but allows leaking of vertex connected background. Therefore, the background is allowed to be 18 connected. The third result shows a surface that is entirely made of face and edge connected voxels, which allows leaking of edge and vertex connected background. So the background is should be face (6) connected.
In order to detect primitive shapes such as space curves, curved surfaces and volumes, we need shape primitives that match on all possible incarnations of those primitives shapes. 3 X Shape primitives for space curves can be found by remarking that an open (non circular) space curve in a 3 3 neighbourhood consists of a central voxel and two mutually non touching neighbours. Figure 9 shows all possible configurations for 6 and 26 connected space curves generated by this rule. Note that we omitted all rotated and mirrored versions and that non touching is defined for a certain connectivity. Hence, the second mask from the 6 connected set is not present in the 26 connected set. The set of 18 connected space curves is a subset of the 26 connected set.
The generation of shape primitives in
Fig. 10. The 6 Connected curved surface primitives
In a similar way, the surface primitives can be found. They can be generated by a central voxel encircled by a non-touching closed space curve. For a 6 connected surface set, the central voxel should be encircled by a 6 connected space curve (figure 10), for a 26 connected set by a 26 connected space curve (figure 11). Again non touching is defined for a certain connectivity. The generation procedure is a recursive search that generates all possible occasions. After this, all identical, mirrored and rotated variants are removed and the set is logically reduced to a minimal covering set [17] . Note when generating the surface primitives, their voxels stay in the 18 connected neighbourhood of the central voxel in both cases. The vertex connected positions of the central voxel are apparently don't care. Observe, that in the 6BG -26FG system, the space curves roam over the 26 positions, the curved surfaces over the 18 connected positions, and the voxels of the volume detection mask are found on the 6 connected positions. Consequently, we can state that in a 6BG-26FG system the space curves are 26 connected, the surfaces are 18 connected and the volumes are 6 connected. In a 26BG-6FG system the space curves are 6 connected, the surfaces 18 connected and the volumes 26 connected.
If we have compound (bifurcating) objects, such as forking space curves, splitting surfaces, surfaces with sprouting curves etc., we must introduce don't cares. We can do this, because we can be more precise in our foreground-background paradox. We can state this paradox now as follows:
A foreground curved surface is threatened to be pierced by a background space curve. 2. A foreground space-curve is threatened to be broken by a background surface, breaking the connectivity of the curve.
We can now merge the sets. Rule 1 leads to figure 12, a merging of the sets from figures 11 and the first set of figure 9 . Rule 2 leads to figure 13, a merging of the sets from figure 10 and the second set of figure 9 . The set from figure 12 (when augmented with rotated and mirrored variants) can be used to identify any surface in an image 3 X . The set of figure 13 can be used to identify any curve in an image 3 X . For all the masks hold, that if the central voxel swaps its value, e.g. from foreground to background, the connectivity of the foreground is broken and the topology changes. As each mask hits individually, it can be tagged with a contribution to the length of a curve or to the area of a surface. Hence, surface area and curve length's of objects can be measured more accurately then simply counting voxels. [18] . 
Erosion with shape primitives as conditions: Skeletonization
The main application of the shape detectors is that they can be used as conditions for topology preserving erosion, or skeletonization. The method of chapter 2, iterating over an image 3 X with the erosion mask "Erode26cct" of figure 3 and the sets of figure 12 (Surf26) and 13 (Curv26), yields a skeleton. Erode26cct erodes surfaces from volumes (it hits only on the core of the volumes, not on their boundaries). The set Curv26 prevents the erosion of surfaces (the masks only hit on the core of the surface, not on the surface boundaries). The set Surf26 prevents the erosion of curves (the masks only hit on the kernel of the curves). Consequently, as volumes, surfaces and curves cannot be eroded from their kernels, they are eroded from their boundaries. So only closed surfaces and curves will remain.
To prevent the erosion of boundaries, from the set Curv26 a new set Curv26e is made that contains all surface edge situations. Similarly, a set Curve26e can be made from the set CURV26 containing all curve end situations. A simple procedure can be followed. A surface extends in 4 directions. Systematically one and two directions can be disabled by setting them to background. A curve extends in two directions, one of which can be disabled by setting it to background. This yields 87 unique configurations for the surface edges and 3 possibilities for curve ends.
A final remark should be made on the detection of two element thick structures. They cannot be detected properly in a The set {Erode26cct, Surf26, Surf26e and Curv26} was used to obtain the surface skeleton. The set {Erode26cct, Surf26, Curv26 and Curv26e} was used to obtain the curve skeleton. The set {Erode26cct, Surf26, Curv26} was used to obtain the last skeleton of figure 14 . All masks from all sets can be used in parallel. However, the local situation in the image determines which masks are active. E.g. if the image does not contain voluminous and surface objects anymore, only the Curv26 set is active, preventing the breaking of curves that are eroded from their ends. An important observation is that the masks that prevent the breaking of the topology for a certain intrinsic dimension N , are the erosion conditions for objects with that intrinsic dimension N . Consequently, the mask Erode26cct prevents breaking the topology of a (flat) volume and the set Surf26 incorporate the erosion conditions and metric (!) for the curved surfaces. These metrics, due to the mask Erode26cct and set Surf26, are not Euclidean, which results in deviations of the skeleton from the medial axes of the original object. When the skeleton is needed for measurement purposes, the sets Surf26, Surf26e, Curv26, Curv26e cannot be used in parallel, but must be applied sequentially in the following way. A constrained Euclidean distance transform [19] should be performed on the original volume, where-after the surface skeleton 1 The real original image (from Toriwaki) contained two holes, giving rise to two closed surfaces at the skeleton near the wrist. We closed the holes beforehand, for didactical reasons. should be made, eroding voxels in an order that depends on their distance to the volume boundary. Subsequently, on the surface skeleton, a constrained distance transform should be made, after which the curve skeleton should be made eroding voxels in the order of their distance to the surface edge. Figure 15 shows the use of a curve skeleton {Erode26cct, Surf26, Curv26} in pathfinding through a maze. Start and endpoint are inserted in image 3 Z and using an extra mask anchor the skeleton onto those two points.
For Robot Soccer [20] a similar anchor skeleton was used in the "Dutch Team" to quickly plan the collision free path from start to goal of an attacker robot. The image 3 X represented the universe of the robot with two place dimensions (x, y) and one time dimension (t). Manipulating both the erosion metric and the mask sets made it possible to prevent the time from running backwards and setting a speed maximum for the robot. If the orientation of the robot should be taken into account also, the problem should be solved in 4 X (x, y, θ , t).
Fig. 15.
An anchor skeleton is used to solve a path finding problem.
Verification
The method described in this paper lends itself very well for extension into higher dimensions. Provided the approach is valid. This was verified by comparing the outcome of the masks for 2 X with the Hilditch [21] skeleton and outcome of the masks for 3 X with the approaches of Lobregt [22] / Toriwaki [23] and Malandain [24] . They were checked by comparing and found to have an identical outcome in all 9 2 and 27 2 possibilities of the 2 3 and 3 3 neighbourhood. Note, however, that in all three methods only the curve skeleton could directly be made, as the conditions can not be split over surface and a space curve sets. Hence, no accurate Euclidean variants could be established with those methods.
To prepare for verification in 4 X we extended the Euler count (Lobregt) / cluster count (Toriwaki) method to 4D [25] . As the Euler-sum[26] in 4D is always zero, we solved this by embedding 4D objects in 5 X to calculate the 5D Euler number. This number changes due to 3 events: 1D tunnels ( N =1), 2D tunnels ( N =2) and 3D tunnels ( N =3). As the latter cannot occur in 4 X , with Euler-, and fore-and background cluster counting, the number of equations just equals the number of unknowns and a topology change can be detected. As the Euler sum applied to objects in 5 X counts also the possible 3D tunnels, fore-and background cluster counting is now not enough to detect the cause of change in the Euler sum. Consequently, as fore-and background cluster counting is all we can do in any dimension, the Euler/cluster count approach is only applicable in 3 X and (using 5 X ) in 4 X , making 4 X the limit. We generated test images in 4 X based on circular closed objects of various intrinsic dimension, such as 4D equivalents of hollow balls, circles, etc. and contaminated them with foreground noise. The 4D skeleton showed to be robust. 4 
Shape primitives in
X
The methods described in this paper extend straightforward to N X , especially for the basic operations such as erosion, dilation, contour extraction, propagation etc. involving only a few masks. To get an impression how the interaction between foreground and background shapes primitives and their intrinsic dimension works out in 4 X we show in figure 16 how the paradox of foreground and background shape primitives works out. We define:
Topology breaking of a foreground shape primitive of dimension N is done by a background shape primitive of intrinsic dimension N-N (and vice versa).
For example, a space curve cannot be broken by a point. As we only have foreground and background, the background point must be connected to other background. This cannot be a line, because the foreground curve leaves two degrees of freedom c.q. intrinsic dimensions open. For a simplified view on the matter in 4 X , we assumed in figure 16 lowest connectivity for fore-and background and the existence of flat objects only. Figure 16 shows five sets of shape primitives: Hyper-volume threatened to be broken by a point, volume threatened by a line, plane threatened by a plane, line threatened by a volume an point threatened by a hyper-volume. It indicates that because we consider the topology breaking as the union of a number of individual events, we do not run into the problem of the Euler-Cluster count method, that cannot make a distinction between the occurrences that lead to a change in the Euler number.
On top of the paradox of the shape primitives we find the connectivity paradox. Table 1 indicates the relation between a dimension, its shape primitives and their associated connectivities. We distinguish CE: Connectivity to the central Element, NN: number of neighbours required for this shape primitive, RC: Recursive connectivity.
The generation of the various sets follows the same lines as was done for 3 X . A shape primitive of intrinsic dimension N is made by encircling the central element over the positions CE, by shape primitives of intrinsic dimension N -1 and connectivity RC. This is a recursive procedure. E.g. a foreground hyper-volume is made by encircling it by a closed foreground surface, etc. 
